Outstanding Cinematography For A Multi-Camera Series

**Abby's**
Pilot  
March 28, 2019  
Abby's unlicensed backyard bar hits a major snag when new landlord Bill, who recently inherited the house from his deceased aunt, shows up and proposes major changes.

Gregg Heschong, ASC, Director of Photography

**Alexa & Katie**
New Years... Whoops  
December 26, 2018  
It's New Year's Eve, and a bold new Katie is finally ready to confess her feelings for Ryan.

Christian La Fountaine, ASC, Director of Photography

**The Big Bang Theory**
The Stockholm Syndrome  
May 16, 2019  
Bernadette and Wolowitz leave their kids for the first time, Penny and Leonard try to keep a secret, Sheldon and Amy stick together, and Koothrappali makes a new friend as the gang travels together into an uncharted future.

Steven V. Silver, ASC, Director of Photography

**The Conners**
Keep On Truckin'  
October 22, 2018  
A sudden turn of events forces the Conners to face the daily struggles of life in Lanford in a way they never have before.

Donald A. Morgan, ASC, Director of Photography
The Cool Kids
Margaret Turns 65
October 05, 2018
Margaret is feeling moody due to it being her 65th birthday, and lashes out at the boys. To make themselves all feel young, Hank takes the gang to his old hangout.

Christian La Fountaine, ASC, Director of Photography

Fam
Stealing Time
January 24, 2019
When Clem and Nick find out that Shannon stole Walt's treasured watch, they enlist Freddy to help them get it back from a merciless pawn shop owner.

Patti Lee, ASC, Director of Photography

Fuller House
Big Night
December 14, 2018
The pressure's on for Steve and DJ to have a perfect date. Meanwhile, back at the house, Steph forbids Kimmy and Fernando from canoodling.

Gregg Heschong, ASC, Director of Photography

Happy Together
Backstage (P)asses
January 14, 2019
Jake and Claire decide to leave the comfort of their cozy bed for a wild night out as Cooper performs an intimate concert to debut new music.

Wayne Kennan, ASC, Director of Photography

Man With A Plan
Semi Indecent Proposal
March 11, 2019
Adam and Andi go to great lengths to secure a loan to fix an unexpected issue on their flip house. Also, Joe is enjoying hanging out with his nurse, Funches, and wants to find a way to get him to stay with him longer than planned.

Gary Baum, ASC, Director of Photography
Murphy Brown
Happy New Year
December 20, 2018

The gang tries to distract Murphy from worrying about Avery's assignment in Kabul by getting her to attend the special 100th anniversary New Year's Eve celebration at Phil's Bar.

John G. Inwood, Director of Photography

The Neighborhood
Welcome To The Camping Trip
April 01, 2019

When the Johnsons invite the Butlers to go camping, Dave is taken aback by Calvin's idea of roughing it.

Christian La Fountaine, ASC, Director of Photography

No Good Nick
The Pig In A Poke
April 15, 2019

Molly and Jeremy attempt to cheat Nick in the "chore market." All the while, Nick's cooking up a bait and switch at Liz's restaurant.

John Simmons, ASC, Director of Photography

One Day At A Time
Ghosts
February 08, 2019

At her ex's wedding, Penelope experiences a surreal conversation. Elena finds she has more she needs to say to her father. Dr. B gives Lydia her gift.

Wayne Kennan, ASC, Director of Photography

The Ranch
Reckless
December 07, 2018

After a fight with Nick lands Colt in hot water, Mary presses her ex for the truth. Beau delivers troubling news.

Donald A. Morgan, ASC, Director of Photography
Raven’s Home
Raven’s Home: Remix
October 12, 2018
A musical version of our show, this episode is performed entirely through dialog, music, singing and dance. Each cast member is showcased with a song or two and our sets transform from the everyday to the spectacular.

Bryan Paul Hays, Director of Photography

Rel
Halloween
October 21, 2018
Rel, Nat, Brittany, and Dad (Sinbad) come together to enjoy a scary zombie movie titled “Frederick Douglass: Zombie Slayer” to celebrate Halloween night, but the film fails to live up to everybody’s expectations and ignites a lot of controversy.

George Mooradian, ASC, Director of Photography

Sydney To The Max
Caved And Confused
March 29, 2019
This show is about a single father raising his daughter with his own mother. It goes back in time to the early 90s when Max, the father, is raised by his single mom to show similarities of the conflict.

Thomas T. Eckelberry, Director of Photography

Will & Grace
Family Trip
January 31, 2019
Will, Karen and Jack unknowingly take hallucinogens, which cause Will and Jack to wonder whether they’re soul mates and have Karen giving her final performance as Mrs. Stanley Walker; a high-powered client takes up with Grace’s sister Janet.

Gary Baum, ASC, Director of Photography

End of Category
A.P. Bio
Nuns
March 14, 2019

As the newly-minted Driver's Ed teacher, Jack sets out to get revenge on his mother's church when he discovers the last of her money was used to buy a statue of the Virgin Mary.

Blake McClure, Director of Photography

After Life
Episode 2
March 08, 2019

Thinking he has nothing to lose, Tony contemplates trying heroin. He babysits his nephew and starts to bond - just a bit - with Sandy.

Martin Hawkins, Director of Photography

American Vandal
The Brownout
September 14, 2018

Peter and Sam travel to a prestigious private high school in Bellevue, Washington to document the story of a filthy vandal called the "Turd Burglar."

Adam Bricker, Director of Photography

American Woman
Liberation
June 07, 2018

Bonnie's life is changed forever when she discovers her husband Steve is having an affair. With the help of her best friends Diana and Kathleen, Bonnie figures out how to make it on her own.

John G. Inwood, Director of Photography

Angie Tribeca
Freezing Cold Prestige Drama
December 30, 2018

In this spoof of Season 2 of Fargo (2014), the team is sent on a top secret mission to Fargo, Minnesota to locate a truck for classified reasons. A hit and run accident cover up and the killer from No Country for Old Men (2007) complicate things.

Tom Magill, Director of Photography
Arrested Development

The Fallout
March 15, 2019
As the Bluths come together to unveil a wall, they once again discover that they deserve nothing more than to be saddled with each other forever.

Patrick Alexander Stewart, Director of Photography

Atypical

Ritual-licious
September 07, 2018
Ignoring Casey's wishes, Elsa throws her a big birthday party, while Sam insists on following a decade-old birthday ritual. The bartender haunts Doug.

Joe Kessler, Director of Photography

Ballers

Rough Ride
August 12, 2018
Spencer and Joe weigh the pros and cons of acquiring an extreme-sport agency. Ricky sets down roots in LA with Amber and their daughter, but finds himself yearning for something else. Charles rallies a group of disgruntled employees as he begins his new tenure with the Rams.

Anthony Hardwick, Director of Photography

Barry

ronny/lily
April 28, 2019
Barry goes to the home of Loach's desired target, Ronny Proxin, but his plans go awry when Ronny turns out to be a very formidable opponent. They go even further awry when Ronny's daughter, Lily, arrives home.

Paula Huidobro, Director of Photography


Issue 4
October 19, 2018
Patches grills Zed about his missing mushroom. A new scheme to sneak into Comic-Con forces Argo to confront his fear of performing in public.

Bradford Lipson, Director of Photography
**Better Things**
Monsters In The Moonlight
March 21, 2019
Sam deals with monsters.

Paul Koestner, Director of Photography

---

**Black Monday**
365
January 20, 2019
Wide-eyed Blair is thrust into the insane world of '80s Wall Street. Mo enacts his master plan to take over the Georgina Jeans Company. Series Premiere

James Laxton, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**Black Monday**
7042
March 17, 2019
We get a glimpse into Mo’s past, while Blair and Dawn pursue some necessary detective work.

Carl Herse, Director of Photography

---

**black-ish**
Purple Rain
November 13, 2018
The Johnson family is shocked to learn that Jack and Diane are not familiar with the iconic music of Prince. One by one, each member of the family works to explain Prince’s tremendous impact on their lives through his music.

Rob Sweeney, Director of Photography

---

**Bless This Mess**
Pilot
April 16, 2019
Newlyweds Rio and Mike drop everything to make the move from New York to rural Nebraska in search of a simpler life, but they quickly realize that becoming farmers isn’t as easy as they had hoped.

Blake McClure, Director of Photography
Boomerang
The Let Out
March 05, 2019
Ari invites the gang out when he hosts a party at one of Atlanta’s hottest night clubs. While there, Simone tries to get Tia’s new single played by a DJ. In an unexpected turn, Bryson and Simone kiss for the first time ever.

Michelle Lawler, Director of Photography

Boomerang
Trust
April 09, 2019
As the gang celebrates Ari’s birthday, Simone finds herself conflicted when Camden resurfaces, throwing her relationship with Bryson in jeopardy.

Isiah Donté Lee, Director of Photography

Broad City
Sleep No More
March 14, 2019
Abbi and Ilana visit "Sleep No More," and Abbi tries to find the right time to tell Ilana some life-changing news.

Ashley Connor, Director of Photography

Camping
Pilot
October 14, 2018
A "perfect" camping trip, obsessively organized by Kathryn for her adoring husband Walt’s 45th birthday, is threatened by the appearance of Kathryn’s estranged best friend Nina-Joy, the addition of a pissed off goth teen, and Miguel, who’s in the middle of a breakdown and toting his new volatile girlfriend Jandice.

Quyen Tran, Director of Photography

Catastrophe
Episode 6
March 15, 2019
A family holiday to the States leaves Rob and Sharon with a big decision to make.

Mattias Nyberg, Director of Photography
**Corporate**
The Expense Report
February 12, 2019
Matt, Jake, John and Kate get grilled by a dogged Hampton DeVille accountant after eating an expensive dinner.

Christophe Lanzenberg, Director of Photography

---

**Crashing**
The Secret
February 03, 2019
Pete falls headfirst into a relationship with his new girlfriend Kat, who encourages him to be more aggressive in his career. On the night of their three-week anniversary, things amp up after a visit to a sex shop and a comedy show that morphs into a night all about Pete.

Rodney Taylor, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**Dead To Me**
It's All My Fault
May 03, 2019
On what would have been her husband's 50th birthday, Jen clashes with her disapproving mother-in-law over the best way to mark the occasion.

Danny Moder, Director of Photography

---

**Documentary Now!**
Waiting For The Artist
March 06, 2019
Draws inspiration from 2012 documentary Marina Abramovic: The Artist Is Present. It follows acclaimed performance artist Izabella Barta as she prepares for a major career retrospective, while reconciling her relationship with former lover Dimo— an infamous provocateur of the art world.

Alex Buono, Director of Photography

---

**Drunk History**
Love
February 12, 2019
A student tunnels beneath the Berlin Wall, Edie Windsor topples the Defense of Marriage Act, and John Wojtowicz robs a bank to pay for his wife's gender reassignment surgery.

Logan Schneider, Director of Photography
Hugh, a low-level employee at the U-Spy Store, jumps at the chance to go undercover at a BDSM party, dutifully researching his role as a submissive.

Eon Mora, Director of Photography

Fleabag celebrates Godmother and Dad’s engagement but old tensions soon surface.

Tony Miller, Director of Photography

June helps Oscar build a boat.

Mark Schwartzbard, Director of Photography

Tiger uses Stu’s fondness for her to help her track down Athena. Meanwhile, Josh is now a "Smasher" remanded to a labor camp, where the Pointed Circle comes after him. Wolf, vowing to improve the NAG, faces off against Supreme Overlord Vice.

Eduardo Mayen, Director of Photography

On the day of the big match between Welfare Queen and Liberty Belle, Tammé visits her son at Stanford, and Debbie hits an emotional wall.

Adrian Peng Correia, Director of Photography
Grace And Frankie
The Alternative
January 18, 2019
In the wake of their big fight, Grace and Frankie imagine what their lives would be like if they hadn't lived together for the last three years.

Gale Tattersall, Director of Photography

Grace And Frankie
The Wedding
January 18, 2019
Grace returns to town to find that Frankie has everything under control. Bud and Allison's wedding day arrives, but not without some family drama.

Luke Miller, Director of Photography

grown-ish
Love Galore
January 30, 2019
When Lucas faces an exciting, high-pressure assignment for his design class, Zoey starts to wonder if she made a mistake in dropping it. Jazz and Sky debate with Aaron and Vivek if good branding trumps ability.

Mark Doering-Powell, ASC, Director of Photography

High Maintenance
Cruise
March 17, 2019
An acting teacher named Leonard contemplates a move back to New York. The Guy connects with old high-school friends Sarah and Brian, who are visiting the city under difficult circumstances.

Dagmar Weaver-Madsen, Director of Photography

High Maintenance
Payday
February 17, 2019
The introduction of money to a couple’s sex life leads them down a delightful yet risky path. With her husband out of town, Karen Farad uses her fellow teachers and a visit from the Guy to escape her daily routine.

Brian Lannin, Director of Photography
High Maintenance
Proxy
March 10, 2019
Married couple Adriana and Arturo get a special delivery that changes their family dynamic. An aspiring dancer questions her future as a nanny to two motherless kids.

Charlie Gruet, Director of Photography

Homecoming
Optics
November 02, 2018
If a client experiences adverse effects to the treatment, domestic reassignment may be a better path to success.

Tod Campbell, Director of Photography

Huge In France
Épisode Sept
April 12, 2019
Gad scores a meeting with fashion icon Jean Paul Gaultier, but the outcome isn't quite what he had in mind. Jason makes a frantic bid to win back Viv.

Tommy Maddox-Upshaw, Director of Photography

Insecure
Ghost-Like
September 30, 2018
Season finale. After facing numerous obstacles, Issa gets discouraged about her project. Molly helps give Issa a drama-free 30th birthday.

Paula Huidobro, Director of Photography

Insecure
High-Like
September 09, 2018
The girls take a weekend trip to celebrate Tiffany. Molly has trouble leaving her obsession with work behind.

Ava Berkofsky, Director of Photography
It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia
Mac Finds His Pride
November 07, 2018
Frank tries to recruit Mac for the gang’s kickass float for the Gay Pride Parade. It dawns on Frank that Mac will never be secure with his sexual identity unless he comes out to his father.

John Tanzer, Director of Photography

Kidding
Every Pain Needs A Name
September 23, 2018
Jeff tries to fix his heartbreak by trying to find a romantic connection. Deirdre deals with her daughter’s developing behavioral issues. Seb outlines the future of Mr. Pickles’ Puppet Time without Jeff. Jeff tries to get Will off pot by giving him a hobby.

Shawn Kim, Director of Photography

The Kids Are Alright
Pilot
October 16, 2018
Lawrence, the prodigal eldest Cleary son, returns home from the seminary and breaks the news to his family that he’s dropping out for good, leaving Mike and Peggy upset and wondering why. Meanwhile, Timmy decides he wants to audition for a children’s theatre production.

Craig Kief, Director of Photography

The Kominsky Method
Chapter 3: A Prostate Enlarges
November 16, 2018
While Sandy contends with a worsening prostate problem and conflict between his students, Norman deals with his troubled daughter, Phoebe.

Anette Haellmigk, Director of Photography

Mr Inbetween
Unicorns Know Everybody’s Name
September 25, 2018
The wrong guy gets the good news and Unicorn’s do exist. The first of a thousand kisses and good ole revenge.

Christopher Miles, Director of Photography
**No Activity**

Honesty And Action  
November 22, 2018

Cullen and Tolbeck prepare to raid the cockfight

Judd Overton, Director of Photography

---

**Now Apocalypse**

Stranger Than Paradise  
April 07, 2019

Ford gets invited to a lavish party in Palm Springs and convinces Severine, Ulysses and Carly to come along. Ulysses has an encounter with renowned alien expert Mitchell Kent at a book signing. Carly meets artist Leif and is tempted to cheat on her boyfriend, Jethro.

Sandra Valde-Hansen, Director of Photography

---

**On My Block**

Chapter Nineteen  
March 29, 2019

With Cesar’s options dwindling, he takes drastic measures, prompting his worried friends to put their own Hail Mary plan into motion.

Tommy Maddox-Upshaw, Director of Photography

---

**The Other Two**

Chase Turns Fourteen  
March 14, 2019

Streeter throws Chase a 14th birthday party at a wildly inappropriate club, Brooke and Cary each reconnect with a guy from their past, and Pat takes molly with some girl named Mona.

Charles Gruet, Director of Photography

---

**PEN15**

Anna Ishii-Peters  
February 08, 2019

Anna gets to sleep over at Maya’s house on a school night and can’t wait to become part of the Ishii-Peters family. But things turn as Anna gets a little too comfortable.

Andy Rydzewski, Director of Photography
Random Acts Of Flyness
Two Piece And A Biscuit
August 10, 2018
A video game trains black women to defend themselves against aggressors; a wise uncle attempts to program his nephews on how not to be creepy; Wendy gets lured into "Nuncaland," the Dominican-American fable inspired by a classic children's story.

Shawn Peters, Director of Photography

Room 104
Arnold
November 23, 2018
After waking up soaking wet and with no memory of the previous night, Arnold tries to piece together the events that got him to Room 104.

Sean McElwee, Director of Photography

Room 104
Mr. Mulvahill
November 09, 2018
Jim reunites with his third-grade teacher, Mr. Mulvahill, and challenges him to admit to an incident from the past that left Jim forever changed.

Doug Emmett, Director of Photography

Russian Doll
Ariadne
February 01, 2019
Nadia and Alan look for each other and finally cross paths at the deli. Something's not right -- but they're not giving up on each other.

Chris Teague, Director of Photography

Sally4Ever
Episode One
November 11, 2018
Sally is bored of her relationship, eschews marriage with her partner David in favour of an impulsive affair with Emma, a Bohemian temptress. Bewildered and broken hearted David moves out to his mother's. Sally's world by contrast is now full of excitement and sexual adventure.

Andy Hollis, Director of Photography
Santa Clarita Diet
Wuffenloaf
March 29, 2019

God, why me? That's what Sheila wants to know. Meanwhile, Joel feels a smidge threatened, Anne spreads the gospel, and Abby and Eric pretend to date.

Paul Maibaum, ASC, Director of Photography

Schooled
Money For RENT
February 13, 2019

After Mellor tells Lainey sports are king at William Penn, she sets out to put on the Broadway smash, RENT to show Mellor arts are just as important as athletics. Glascott and CB struggle to modernize the school's outdated sex education program.

Steve Gainer, ASC, Director of Photography

She's Gotta Have It
#OhJudoKnow?
May 24, 2019

Nola, Mars, Shemekka and Winny take an eye-opening trip to San Juan, Puerto Rico, to deliver money for hurricane relief efforts.

Daniel Patterson, Director of Photography

SMILF
Single Mom In Love Forever
February 24, 2019

In 2014, Bridgette and Rafi prepare for the realities of parenthood as Bridgette experiences contractions, leading her on a day of self-discovery through the streets of Boston.

Brian Burgoyne, Director of Photography

SuperMansion
Back In Black To The Future
October 05, 2018

Under an evil spell, The League of Freedom is transported to an apocalyptic future where American Ranger rules the U.S. under a dictatorship. While the heroes confront the horrors that await them in this future, they must help Robobot and Future Robobot fix the time machine needed to return home.

Aaron Wise, Director of Photography
The Tick
Hot Beige
April 05, 2019
Tick and Arthur pursue the trail of the bank robbers into the gambling underworld. Overkill reconnects with an old mentor and learns his enemy The Duke may still be alive.

William Rexer II, Director of Photography

Tracey Ullman's Show
Episode 1
September 28, 2018
Season premiere. Angela Merkel works on her poker face; Theresa May struggles to have a tough conversation; French First Lady Brigitte Macron remembers the good old days.

Martin Hawkins, Director of Photography
Greg Duffield, Director of Photography

Trial & Error
Chapter 3: The Murder Clock
July 26, 2018
Josh's team continues to hunt for the potential murder weapon that would seal their timeline. The case takes a dramatic turn as their search leads them to two new suspects and some shocking news about Lavinia.

Michael Balfry, CSC, Director of Photography

Turn Up Charlie
Episode 8
March 15, 2019
A wild night and a romantic gesture stir up drama as everyone gathers for a life-changing weekend in Ibiza.

Rob Kitzmann, Director of Photography

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
Kimmy Is Rich*!
January 25, 2019
Kimmy learns what Giztoob really does and has to choose between her principles and a big payday. Titus finally makes his Broadway debut. Jacqueline goes head-to-head with a powerful Hollywood agent.

John Inwood, Director of Photography
**Veep**

Veep  
May 12, 2019

Series finale. Mike covers the convention. After Ben’s heart attack, Selina destroys Tom, chooses Jonah as VP, and blames Gary for the Meyer Fund, ensuring her nomination and the White House. Richard fires Dan. Amy is forced to be Jonah’s chief of staff. Years later, everyone gathers at Selina’s funeral.

David Miller, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**Vida**

Episode 210  
May 23, 2019

In the season finale, Lyn rises to the occasion, while Emma remains in her funk. Mari’s loyalties are conflicted. Eddy makes a discovery about Vida’s past. The sisters unexpectedly stand united.

Ava Berkofsky, Director of Photography

---

**Wayne**

Get Some Then  
January 16, 2019

Wayne, a 16 year-old Dirty Harry with a heart of gold, sets out on his dirt-bike from Boston to Florida with his new crush Del, to get back a s*** hot ’79 Trans Am that was stolen from his father before he died.

D. Gregor Hagey, Director of Photography

---

**What We Do In The Shadows**

Manhattan Night Club  
April 17, 2019

The vampires venture into Manhattan, to make an alliance with an old friend who is now the king of the Manhattan vampires.

D J Stipsen, Director of Photography

---

**You’re The Worst**

Pancakes  
April 03, 2019

On the day of their wedding, Jimmy and Gretchen grapple with the meaning of marriage.

Mike Berlucchi, Director of Photography
Young Sheldon
Seven Deadly Sins And A Small Carl Sagen
October 25, 2018
Mary becomes responsible for creating the church "Heck House". Mr. Lundy ends up taking over and making the project his own. Georgie loses his date to finding herself from the Heck House. Sheldon finds validation in someone knowing his Halloween costume.

Buzz Feitshans IV, Director of Photography

Younger
A Christmas Miracle
July 24, 2018

John A Thomas, Director of Photography

End of Category
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**The Affair**
Episode 407  
July 29, 2018
Sierra convinces Helen to join her on a trip to Joshua Tree in search of meaning. Noah and Anton begin a cross-country adventure with high hopes until an ominous phone call alters their course.

Robert McLachlan, ASC, CSC, Director of Photography

**The Affair**
Episode 409  
August 19, 2018
Ben finally confesses the truth of his current relationship status to Alison, but Alison has a new perspective on life from her recent trip to California and is unwilling to allow herself to continue to be a victim. Unfortunately, that may be something she is unable to avoid.

Steven Fierberg, ASC, Director of Photography

**American Gods**
Donar The Great  
April 14, 2019
Shadow and Mr. Wednesday seek out Dvalin to repair the Gungnir spear. But before the dwarf is able to etch the runes of war, he requires a powerful artifact in exchange. On the journey, Wednesday tells Shadow the story of Donar the Great.

David Greene, ASC, CSC, Director of Photography

**American Gods**
Moon Shadow  
April 28, 2019
Wednesday has disappeared, and Shadow is tormented by the night’s events. Those that remain witness the power of New Media as she is unleashed, and the nation is enveloped in a state of panic brought on by Mr. World, who cunningly illustrates the power of fear and belief.

Marc Laliberte, CSC, Director of Photography

**American Gods**
Treasure Of The Sun  
April 21, 2019
In Cairo, Mr. Wednesday entrusts Shadow with the Gungnir spear. Mad Sweeney, plagued by the cries of Banshees, recalls his journey through the ages as he awaits his promised battle. Once again, he warns Shadow about Wednesday. Meanwhile, Laura receives sage advice from Mama-Ji, and Bilquis finds an audience.

Tico Poulakakis, CSC, Director of Photography
American Horror Story: Apocalypse
Forbidden Fruit
September 26, 2018
As Ms. Mead grapples with her identity, Michael reveals more of his. Coco’s ex rears his ugly head. Venable crafts a plan to give the residents of Outpost 3 one magical night.

Gavin Kelly, Director of Photography

Anne With An E
What We Have Been Makes Us What We Are
July 06, 2018
A brand-new teacher brings unconventional methods and a motorbike to Avonlea. Gilbert's plan to speed up his studies leaves Bash feeling lost.

Jackson Parrell, Director of Photography

Better Call Saul
Wiedersehen
October 01, 2018
Jimmy and Kim unburden themselves, risking their relationship in the process; Nacho is forced to make the rounds with Lalo; Mike has cause to worry.

Marshall Adams, Director of Photography

Billions
Chickentown
March 31, 2019
Axe has to step in when a tip from Dollar Bill goes south quickly. Chuck faces a threat to his new career aspirations. Wendy and Axe develop a plan to derail Taylor's business. Taylor receives an important guest.

Alexander Dynan, Director of Photography

Billions
Extreme Sandbox
June 09, 2019
Axe makes a big decision. Connerty gets closer to the truth. Tensions rise, and dynamics shift. Season Finale.

Giorgio Scali, Director of Photography
**Black Summer**  
Diner  
April 11, 2019  
Trapped in an abandoned diner, William and Sun must decide whether they can depend on the survivors from the truck as their alliance is tested.

Yaron Levy, Director of Photography

---

**Bodyguard**  
Episode 1  
October 24, 2018  
Sgt. David Budd is promoted to a protection detail for UK Home Secretary Julia Montague, but he quickly clashes with the hawkish politician.

John Lee, Director of Photography

---

**Bosch**  
Salvation Mountain  
April 19, 2019  
Edgar interviews Clayton, desperate for details on Bosch’s location in the desert. Meanwhile, Stones and Carter tell Bosch he’s going home, but ominously take him up in the plane by himself. Billets resolves to turn a blind eye to the falsified crime stats. Crate plans Barrel’s surprise retirement party.

Michael McDonough, Director of Photography

---

**Bosch**  
The Wisdom Of The Desert  
April 19, 2019  
Stranded in the desert without backup, Bosch closes in on his murder suspects and learns more about Clayton. Worried about her dad, Maddie turns to Billets for answers. Billets, in turn, confronts Edgar about Bosch’s rogue mission.

Patrick Cady, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**Chambers**  
Into The Void  
April 26, 2019  
Sasha’s night of teenage fun with her boyfriend leads to a near-death experience -- and the opportunity of a lifetime from a wealthy, grieving couple.

Pepe Avila del Pino, Director of Photography
Brandon gets a new opportunity. Kevin and Maisha form an unlikely friendship. Emmett takes on more responsibility at work. Cruz deals with blowback from Ronnie's confession. Ronnie receives shocking news. Toussaint gets a lead on her case.

Abraham Martinez, Director of Photography

Voight’s “stay out of politics” stance is challenged as Intelligence uncovers the details surrounding a prolific serial killer.

James Zucal, Director of Photography

A legendary guest visits Spellman Mortuary, Ambrose explores a grim revelation and Sabrina stuns the coven with a shocking announcement.

David Lanzenberg, Director of Photography

The origins of the Crossing are revealed.

Tobias Datum, Director of Photography

In the series finale, Rebecca (Rachel Bloom) makes a life-changing decision about her future.

Ian Dodd, Director of Photography

During a mission to Las Vegas to kill Billy's dad, Marcus takes too much acid.

Owen McPolin, ISC, Director of Photography
The Deuce
We're All Beasts
October 14, 2018
Candy shoots her opus; Vincent makes a confession to Abby; Larry gets a promotion.

Yaron Orbach, Director of Photography

Doom Patrol
Hair Patrol
April 19, 2019
The adventures of an idealistic mad scientist and his field team of superpowered outcasts. Ep 10, Vic and Rita face a dangerous man known as the Beard Hunter, who has been activated by the Bureau of Normalcy to find Niles Caulder.

Scott Winig, Director of Photography

Doom Patrol
Paw Patrol
March 15, 2019
Mr. Nobody travels to 1977 and uses one of Jane's personalities, Dr. Harrison (whose power is persuasion), to create a Cult of the Rewritten Book, which will create a counterpart to Elliot that can oppose the Decreator. Caulder rescues Jane from a mental institution in which she was being tortured.

Magdalena Gorka, PSC, Director of Photography

Doom Patrol
Pilot
February 15, 2019
After a severe accident, Cliff Steele wakes up, a changed man, in the house of Dr. Niles Caulder and his Doom Patrol.

Christopher Manley, ASC, Director of Photography

FBI
Most Wanted
April 02, 2019
OA and Maggie team up with members of the FBI’s Fugitives Department to track down a person wanted for murder who is also on America’s top 10 most wanted list.

Tari Segal, Director of Photography
The Fix
Ghost Whisperer
May 20, 2019
All questions will be answered as a conviction is made in the murder of Jessica Meyer.

Robert Humphreys, Director of Photography

For The People
First Inning
March 07, 2019
Sandra and Ted, the new investigator, must defend a teenage gamer whose online argument leads to a police raid that ends with the death of a United States senator. A personal connection to the “swatting” case makes Roger determined to charge the teenager to the fullest extent of the law.

Christian Sebaldt, ASC, Director of Photography

Game Of Thrones
The Iron Throne
May 19, 2019
In the wake of devastation, the leadership of Westeros forges a new path forward.

Jonathan Freeman, ASC, Director of Photography

Game Of Thrones
The Last Of The Starks
May 05, 2019
In the aftermath of a fight, survivors try to find a way forward.

David Franco, Director of Photography

Game Of Thrones
The Long Night
April 28, 2019
The characters engage in a heated conflict.

Fabian Wagner, ASC, BSC, Director of Photography
**Gentleman Jack**

I Was Just Passing  
April 22, 2019

Series premiere. Halifax, 1832. Rejected by aristocratic Vere Hobart, Anne Lister returns to her shabby ancestral home, Shibden Hall, determined to restore its fortunes and find herself a wife. On the neighboring estate, shy heiress Ann Walker is quietly delighted to hear that the charismatic Anne Lister is back.

Matt Gray, BSC, Director of Photography

---

**Get Shorty**

Fifteen To Thirty Minutes (Depending On Weight)  
September 02, 2018

After a bombshell revelation about Rick (Ray Romano), Miles (Chris O'Dowd) and Louis (Sean Bridgers) visit an abandoned water treatment facility to figure out their next move. Back at the FBI, Agent Dillard (Felicity Huffman) looks into a hunch.

Attila Szalay, ASC, CSC, Director of Photography

---

**Goliath**

La Mano  
June 15, 2018

Billy McBride is reluctantly pulled back into criminal defense when his friend's 16- year-old son is arrested for a double murder.

Edward Pei, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**The Good Cop**

Who Is The Ugly German Lady?  
September 21, 2018

After escaping from prison, Big Tony's old buddy moves in disguised as a woman. Meanwhile, TJ suspects the escapee of murder.

Eric Moynier, Director of Photography

---

**The Good Fight**

The One About The Recent Troubles  
March 14, 2019

A storm is brewing at Reddick, Boseman & Lockhart when revelations of past indiscretions involving a partner come to light. An incident at home pushes Diane to her breaking point. Lucca is brought a new opportunity while Marissa teaches Maia to toughen up.

Fred Murphy, ASC, Director of Photography
Celebrity hairdresser Wade V seeks Lucca’s help with a postnuptial agreement for a high-profile client. Following their deal with Second Helix, Blum makes his presence known at Reddick, Boseman & Lockhart, rattling partners. With political pundits buzzing about the resistance group's covert efforts, Diane’s axe throwing skills progress.

Tim Guinness, Director of Photography

Lady Mae visits world famous Pastor Maxine Patterson and endures the Bishop’s (Keith David) final attempt to win her back at a round table party. Connie asks if Grace is interested in running Calvary.

James Chressanthis, ASC, Director of Photography

Amelia and Koracick tackle a daunting surgery on Catherine while Richard and Jackson hope for the best. Meanwhile, Richard urges Meredith to visit her father, Thatcher (Jeff Perry), before his time is up.

Carlos Gonzales, Director of Photography

Offred faces a grueling challenge alone as she recalls her life as a mother. Serena Joy and the Commander deal with the fallout of their actions towards Offred.

Zoë White, Director of Photography

Serena and the other Wives strive to make change. Emily learns more about her new Commander. Offred faces a difficult decision.

Colin Watkinson, Director of Photography
In a covert Romanian facility, Erik Heller evades security to rescue baby Hanna. 15 years on, father and daughter live deep in the Polish forest. Erik has trained Hanna to be an incredible killer and hunter. She begins to venture away from home.

Dana Gonzales, ASC, Director of Photography

Sophie and Hanna’s relationship begins to turn sour over their shared interest in Anton. In the fallout from this argument, Marissa arrives at Sophie’s house pretending to be Hanna’s mother. Hanna finds herself torn between endangering Sophie and her family, or giving up her own freedom and going with Marissa.

Kate Reid, Director of Photography

While the Shepherd family attempts to diminish Claire's power, Doug goes off the grid but continues angling to advance his agenda.

David M. Dunlap, Director of Photography

Claire tries to tarnish Frank’s legacy. Doug provokes Claire by releasing excerpts from Frank’s diary. A rift develops between the Shepherds.

Tim G. Norman, Director of Photography

Annalise and her team need to get to the truth before the truth gets them.

Michael A. Price, ASC, Director of Photography
**Impulse**

Pilot  
June 06, 2018

When Cleo’s boyfriend, Thomas, decides to sell Henry’s car, Henry enlists the help of high school basketball star, Clay Boone, to steal it back. But when Henry experiences inexplicable seizures, things quickly escalate beyond her control.

Pepe Avila del Pino, Director of Photography

---

**Informer**

Charlie Don't Surf  
January 11, 2019

The toll of Raza’s double life begins to weigh heavily on him. He leads CTSU to an Albanian Crime family, the Gramos. Meanwhile, Gabe runs into a ghost from his past and his behaviour piques Holly's interest.

Tony Slater Ling, Director of Photography

---

**The Innocents**

Will You Take Me Too?  
August 24, 2018

June travels to Sanctum, determined to find out why her mother left home. Harry and John set their differences aside for a rescue mission.

David Procter, Director of Photography

---

**Insatiable**

Why Bad Things Happen  
August 10, 2018

Nonnie and Brick search for Patty when she goes missing. Bob is faced with a seemingly impossible decision. Regina gives Christian advice.

Walt Fraser, Director of Photography

---

**Jane The Virgin**

Chapter Eighty-Eight  
May 08, 2019

Jane and Michael travel to a ranch in Montana.

Lowell Peterson, ASC, Director of Photography
**Killing Eve**
Desperate Times
April 28, 2019

Villanelle decides to take matters into her own hands on a trip to Amsterdam. Carolyn is called in to face the music with her boss. After the discovery of another dead body, Eve and her new team make a break in their case.

Damian Bromley, Director of Photography

---

**Killing Eve**
You're Mine
May 26, 2019

Eve's mission is disastrously compromised. Carolyn briefs Eve on her current status as an employee of the British government and leaves Eve's future in her own hands. Villanelle does everything she can in order to get to her ultimate target.

Julian Court, Director of Photography

---

**Knightfall**
The Devil Inside
April 01, 2019

Back in the Knights Templar Order as an Initiate, Landry trains under the harsh guidance of Talus, the battle-hardened Initiate master. DeNogaret implores King Philip to build a legal case against the Knights, seeking a former Templar's aid to execute his plan. Prince Louis is tasked with a secret mission.

Boris Mojsovski, CSC, Director of Photography

---

**Knightfall**
Road To Chartes
April 22, 2019

Landry reunites with his daughter, only to be separated once again. Growing impatient with DeNogaret's legal strategy, King Philip prepares his army for war. Margaret discovers one of Prince Louis' dark secrets.

Thomas Yatsko, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**L.A.'s Finest**
Farewell...
May 20, 2019

Our LAPD team works to solve the mystery behind the brutal death of a trans woman. Syd is forced to face her traumatic and complicated past head-on when an old flame is transferred to the LAPD. Meanwhile, McKenna helps Izzy process the grief from her mother's fatal car accident.

Alex Nepomniaschy, ASC, Director of Photography
When a young boy becomes the target of a powerful cartel, our team must race against the clock to keep him safe. But when Syd’s personal quest for justice threatens the operation, she and McKenna must decide whom they really serve and protect.

Robert Gantz, ASC, Director of Photography

Larry divulges the secrets of the Lodge to Ernie, while Dud’s new night security job leads him to an unusual discovery.

Jeffrey Jur, ASC, Director of Photography

Eve takes a more active role in her main man's professional life. Meanwhile, Lucifer gets back to basics and Amenadiel fights for his family.

Tom Camarda, Director of Photography

Juliana embarks on a mission to stop the Nazis that reunites her with old friends. Thelma and Nicole grow closer, despite the risks. Smith learns more about the Nazis’ efforts into alt-world travel. Kido demands Tagomi come clean about the films and his ability to travel.

James Hawkinson, Director of Photography

Juliana’s attempt to stop the Nazis lands her in a precarious position. Himmler and John Smith lead a lavish celebration of Year Zero. Amid a series of successes, Smith faces a setback. Kido returns to San Francisco with a prize, performs an act of kindness for a friend.

Gonzalo Amat, Director of Photography
Marvel's Cloak & Dagger
Ghost Stories
July 19, 2018
On the anniversary of the rig explosion, Tandy goes to the source to try to clear her father’s memory, as Tyrone conspires with Brigid to bring Connors to justice.

Cliff Charles, Director of Photography

Marvel's Daredevil
Karen
October 19, 2018
Hunted by Fisk and haunted by mistakes from her past, Karen seeks refuge at the church. Matt finally gets his shot, and Dex goes in for the kill.

Christopher LaVasseur, Director of Photography

Marvel's Iron Fist
The Fury Of Iron Fist
September 07, 2018

Niels Alpert, Director of Photography

Marvel's Luke Cage
Straighten It Out
June 22, 2018
Luke tests out his abilities on the battlefield. Misty ruffles feathers at the precinct, and Mariah plans a reunion to boost her image.

Petr Hlinomaz, Director of Photography

Marvel's Runaways
Last Rites
December 21, 2018
It's time for the Runaways to stop Jonah, once and for all. But while the kids scramble to stall out Jonah's plan, the parents unexpectedly arrive. Will PRIDE fight against their own kids or join their ranks against the powerful, and vengeful, Jonah?

Dave Perkal, ASC, Director of Photography
Marvel's The Punisher
Fight Or Flight
January 18, 2019
Frank and a reluctant Rachel go on the run as a menacing adversary gives chase. Meanwhile, Madani pays Russo an unwelcome visit.

Petr Hlinomaz, Director of Photography

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Simone
December 05, 2018
In the Season Two premiere, Midge takes the stage for a foreign audience, while Abe and Rose find themselves in a new world. Susie experiences the repercussions of having a bad reputation in the business, as Joel regroups after quitting his job.

M. David Mullen, ASC, Director of Photography

Mayans M.C.
Gato/Mis
October 09, 2018
EZ continues to prove his worth as a prospect, as both sides of the border must grapple with harsh realities.

Attila Szalay, ASC, CSC, Director of Photography

Mayans M.C.
Perro/Oc
September 04, 2018
EZ’s fate is in flux as the M.C. and the cartel find a common adversary.

Itai Ne’Eman, Director of Photography

A Million Little Things
Pilot
September 26, 2018
They say friendship isn’t one big thing, it’s a million little things; and that’s true for a group of friends from Boston who, in different ways, all feel stuck in life. After one of them dies by suicide, it’s just the wake-up call they need to finally start living.

Bryce Fortner, Director of Photography
Entering high school, Elena vows to stay ahead of Lila, academically and romantically. Lila eschews many suitors and, focuses on her ambitions in the shoe shop. On New Year's Eve, things escalate quickly during a fireworks faceoff with the Solaras, and Lila sees a new side of her brother Rino.

Fabio Cianchetti, Director of Photography

When the army pillages Sinaloa, an ambitious pot farmer pitches a plan to build a drug empire in Guadalajara. A young DEA agent transfers to Mexico.

Luis Sansans, AMC, Director of Photography

After the DEA closes in on Rafa's enormous pot field, Felix tries to stop his associates from retaliating. Kiki and Jaime meet with investigators.

Damian Garcia, Director of Photography

In order to find and rescue a woman who's been held captive for ten years, the team must pick up on the investigatory trail left by deceased team member Ziva David.

William Webb, Director of Photography

When a massive earthquake rocks Los Angeles, the responders rush to rescue victims in a crumbling high-rise hotel.

Joaquin Sedillo, ASC, Director of Photography
The OA Part II
Chapter 4: SYZYGY
March 22, 2019
Karim visits Nina at the clinic for help finding the secret entrance to the house. Meanwhile, Hap meets a fellow traveler, and Homer goes on a date.

Steven Meizler, Director of Photography

The Orville
The Road Not Taken
April 25, 2019
The crew must contend with the disastrous fallout from Kelly’s decision.

Marvin V Rush, ASC, Director of Photography

Outlander
Man Of Worth
January 27, 2019
Jamie, Claire and Young Ian’s attempt to rescue Roger from his Mohawk captors goes awry when a ghost from Claire’s past lays waste to their plan. Meanwhile, Brianna worries Claire, Jamie and Roger might not return and contemplates life as a single parent without them.

Alasdair Walker, Director of Photography

Outlander
Providence
January 20, 2019
Brianna confronts a violent figure from her past in an attempt to cope with her trauma. Roger befriends a fellow captive and endeavors to escape the Mohawk Village, while Fergus and Marsali plan a dangerous mission to save an old friend from the noose.

Stijn Van Der Veken, ASC, SBC, Director of Photography

Ozark
Reparations
August 31, 2018
Ruth's dad gets out of jail. Approval for a riverboat casino calls for Wendy's political skills. The Mexican cartel demands reparations from the Snells.

Ben Kutchins, Director of Photography
The Passage
That Never Should Have Happened To You
January 28, 2019
As infected viral Babcock is led to her execution, she goes into the mind of her captor, Richards, to give him a tour of her origin story: a rapist step-father, her savings stolen, a mother who betrays her. How can he kill a monster if he has empathy for her?

Byron Shah, Director of Photography

Patriot
Escape From Paris
November 09, 2018
All hell breaks loose.

James Whitaker, Director of Photography

Pose
Mother Of The Year
July 22, 2018
The ultimate showdown takes places at the Princess Ball, when the House of Evangelista battles against the House of Ferocity and Mother of the Year is decided.

Simon Dennis, BSC, Director of Photography

Pose
Pilot
June 03, 2018
In 1987 New York, Blanca pursues her dream of becoming a house mother after receiving a devastating medical diagnosis. Blanca competes in the House Ballroom scene against her former mother and recent rival, Elektra Abundance. Meanwhile, Damon Richards moves to New York City with aspirations of joining a dance company.

Nelson Cragg, ASC, Director of Photography

Power
A Friend Of The Family
August 26, 2018
The AUSA turns up the heat on Ghost and implicates his inner circle in a RICO. Ghost and Tommy move forward to frame Dre for the murder of Raymond Jones, while Angela and Tasha enact a plan of their own.

Aaron Medick, Director of Photography
Power
There's A Snitch Among Us
September 02, 2018
A wealthy New York night club owner who has it all, catering to the city's elite and dreaming big, lives a double life as a drug king pin.

Mauricio Rubinstein, Director of Photography

Pretty Little Liars: The Perfectionists
Pilot
March 20, 2019
The pressure on the overachievers at Beacon Heights University leads to mayhem and murder.

Larry Reibman, Director of Photography

Project Blue Book
Foo Fighters
February 05, 2019
Hynek and Quinn follow a series of strange clues leading them to a secret group who not only claim to have witnessed strange lights during combat called "Foo Fighters", but also claim to know a way to contact them. Based on the "Foo Fighter" incidents from World War II.

C. Kim Miles, CSC, Director of Photography

Project Blue Book
The Scoutmaster
February 19, 2019
After a Scoutmaster vanishes when he and his troop witness a strange craft hovering in the woods, Hynek is sent to investigate for Project Blue Book, while Quinn is pulled into a rogue mission for General Harding. Inspired by the Sonny DesVergers Scoutmaster UFO case.

Ken Krawczyk, CSC, Director of Photography

Proven Innocent
Pilot
February 15, 2019
Madeline Scott, previously wrongly convicted of murder, battles the prosecutor that convicted her to free an innocent man.

Checco Varese, ASC, Director of Photography
**Queen Sugar**

_A Rock, A River, A Tree_

June 01, 2018

Ralph Angel finally learns the truth about his biological connection to Blue. Nova meets with book executives who are interested in her work, and Charley meets with Sam Landry to solidify their new partnership. Later, everyone attends a high school game, where four teenagers take a knee in silent protest.

Antonio Calvache, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**Queen Sugar**

_The Tree And Stone Were One_

July 25, 2018

Charley gains an unexpected ally in her fight against the Landrys. Nova receives an offer she can't refuse. Violet learns the fate of her pie shop. Micah and his friends stage a protest at the plantation.

Kira Kelly, Director of Photography

---

**Ray Donovan**

_Staten Island: Part 1_

October 28, 2018

Police Officer Sean “Mac” McGrath pulls Ray from the East River and takes him into Staten Island. Ray’s chance at a new life is interrupted when Sam Winslow comes calling. With ghosts of his past returning, and Mickey plotting something in prison, Ray may have to return to his roots.

Robert McLachlan, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**The Resident**

_If Not Now, When?_

April 15, 2019

Devon grows concerned when a mother’s complaints go unaddressed after her delivery. Conrad is faced with breaking the news to Nic regarding Jessie’s worsening condition. Meanwhile, The Raptor, Mina and Kit spring into action when a mother and son enter the ER with devastating injuries.

John Brawley, Director of Photography

---

**The Rookie**

_Greenlight_

March 19, 2019

The Rookies experience their first "reversals" – fake calls staged by undercover Internal Affairs officers used to test the LAPD on their procedure out in the field. An embarrassing call turns dangerous after Nolan accidentally disrespects a member of a white supremacist gang.

Benji Bakshi, Director of Photography
**A Series Of Unfortunate Events**

Penultimate Peril: Part 1  
January 01, 2019

Various parties converge at the Hotel Denouement, where the mysterious "J.S." has called the V.F.D. together -- and things aren't always what they seem.

Todd Elyzen, Director of Photography

---

**Sex Education**

Episode 3  
January 11, 2019

Otis' clinic achieves liftoff, as does his attraction to Maeve, who unexpectedly asks him for help. Eric swings off on his own and fields a come-on.

Jamie Cairney, Director of Photography

---

**Shameless**

Face It, You're Gorgeous  
October 14, 2018

Frank employs Liam to help him chase down a romantic connection. Lip spends the day wrangling an alcoholic actress who hired him to be her sober companion. Fiona struggles to keep up with the demands of her new investment as Ford pushes her to get serious about their relationship.

Anthony Hardwick, Director of Photography

---

**Sneaky Pete**

The Double Up & Back  
May 31, 2019

Marius returns to the farm in hopes of finding a deeper connection with the Bernhardt's but his past soon catches up and tempts him back to the con life. Julia finds herself holding a big secret while serious legal issues put her life and the family business in jeopardy.

Arthur Albert, Director of Photography

---

**Snowfall**

The Day  
July 26, 2018

Franklin finds a new cocaine connect in the form of his captor, Reed Thompson. Lucia and Gustavo contemplate whether or not to let Pedro back into the business.

Jeffrey Greeley, Director of Photography
**Snowfall**

*Prometheus Rising*

August 02, 2018

Two murders tear a divide in Franklin’s crew and set them on a collision course with Lucia, who has an agenda of her own. Teddy and Matt must appease their Colombian partners.

John Lindley, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**The Society**

*Our Town*

May 10, 2019

Cassandra and her friends prepare for an uncertain future, while Harry’s crew just wants to party. Sam and Becca make a discovery.

Attila Szalay, CSC, Director of Photography

---

**Star**

*Lean On Me*

April 17, 2019

Simone and Alex prepare to compete against newcomer Amber for their ASA performance. Noah’s father, Bobby, returns to help Noah with his sobriety and fatherhood. Meanwhile, Miss Christine, Cousin Duke and Cousin Rashad come to town, much to the chagrin of Carlotta and Cassie. Then, Leon makes Cotton an offer.

Jesse M. Feldman, Director of Photography

---

**Star**

*Square One*

April 24, 2019

Gravity organizes an Easter brunch as a part of their ASA Awards campaign to showcase their artists, but the future of Take 3 remains uncertain; Carlotta attempts to entice an Empire executive to invest in Gravity; Alex prepares for her future.

Jim Gucciardo, Director of Photography

---

**Star Trek: Discovery**

*Brother*

January 17, 2019

After answering a distress signal from the U.S.S. Enterprise, the U.S.S. Discovery welcomes aboard Captain Christopher Pike and begins a new mission to investigate the meaning behind seven mysterious red signals. Michael Burnham grapples with her past growing up on Vulcan with her foster parents and brother Spock.

Glen Keenan, Director of Photography
**Star Trek: Discovery**  
*Through The Valley Of Shadows*  
April 04, 2019  
A fourth signal leads the U.S.S. Discovery to an insular world, where Pike is forced to make a life-changing choice. Burnham and Spock investigate a Section 31 ship gone rogue, leading to a discovery with catastrophic consequences.

Tico Poulakakis, Director of Photography

---

**Station 19**  
*The Dark Knight*  
April 11, 2019  
A blackout in Seattle creates dangerous situations throughout the city and the members of Station 19 head out on calls, including locating a missing girl and helping a man on life support where every second counts.

Oliver Bokelberg, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**Station 19**  
*Friendly Fire*  
March 07, 2019  
In the aftermath of the windstorm, Andy and Sullivan’s fates remain unknown while trapped in the overturned aid car. Meanwhile, back at the station, the team confronts Jack about his well-being; and when it’s safe enough to venture out, they search for their fellow firefighters in a race against time.

Daryn Okada, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**Succession**  
*Celebration*  
June 03, 2018  
On his 80th birthday, media magnate Logan Roy, whose imminent retirement's a given, announces he's staying on indefinitely as CEO of Waystar/Royco. The news shatters his son Kendall, the heir apparent. Logan's other children – Roman, Shiv and Connor – raise objections over how his eventual successor will be chosen.

Andrij Parekh, Director of Photography

---

**Succession**  
*Nobody Is Ever Missing*  
August 05, 2018  
Season One Finale. Logan finds himself in crisis mode as news of a hostile takeover breaks; Kendall eyes an escape outlet.

Patrick Capone, Director of Photography
At Tom’s bachelor party, Logan asks Greg to babysit Kendall. Kendall eyes a business opportunity with idealistic entrepreneurs. Roman looks to land a deal for local TV stations with his father’s longtime nemesis. And Shiv & Gil get ambushed during a TV interview on a Waystar network.

Christopher Norr, Director of Photography

With a little help from their future selves, Lucy and Wyatt, along with the rest of the team, journey to the California Gold Rush and the Korean War's Hungnam evacuation in a daring bid to save Rufus and stop Rittenhouse once and for all.

Nathaniel Goodman, ASC, Director of Photography

Dick takes a dark journey back to Gotham.

Brendan Steacy, CSC, Director of Photography

CIA analyst Jack Ryan uncovers a series of suspicious transactions that take him and his boss James Greer out from behind their desks into the field to hunt down a powerful new threat. Hanin begins to question her husband’s affairs after he brings a mysterious outsider into their home.

Richard Rutkowski, ASC, Director of Photography

Writer Sophie Gelson (Zazie Beetz) is haunted by a mysterious (or an enigmatic?) figure. Seth Rogan and Betty Gabriel guest star.

Craig Wrobleski, CSC, Director of Photography
**The Twilight Zone**

**Point Of Origin**
May 16, 2019

A suburban housewife (Ginnifer Goodwin) wants to go home. But where – and what – is home, really? Zabryna Guevara and James Frain guest star.

Mathias Herndl, AAC, Director of Photography

---

**The Umbrella Academy**

**I Heard A Rumor**
February 15, 2019

As Vanya practices controlling her new abilities, Allison tags along with a local cop to find out what happened outside the restaurant.

Craig Wrobleski, CSC, Director of Photography

---

**The Umbrella Academy**

**We Only See Each Other At Weddings And Funerals**
February 15, 2019

Years after they rose to fame as young crime-fighting superheroes, the estranged Hargreeves siblings come together to mark their father's death.

Neville Kidd, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**Vikings**

**Baldur**
January 16, 2019

Ivar is treated to a surprise, Hvitserk is severely tested and Floki makes an amazing discovery. Three Danish Kings massed their armies in Reading and Ubbe’s negotiations may have a perilous outcome.

Suzie Lavelle, Director of Photography

---

**Vikings**

**Hell**
December 26, 2018

Bishop Heahmund is wracked with guilt as he fights to renounce his passions. Vikings will clash with Saxons on the battlefield leaving a key figure lost in the calamity.

Peter Robertson, Director of Photography
The Village
I Am Defiant
May 14, 2019
The Village residents face individual fears while coming together for Ava’s immigration case. Gabe and Ava prepare for their day in court. Katie takes a birthing class. Nick attempts to gain closure with the help of Sarah.

William Rexer, Director of Photography

The Walking Dead
What Comes After
November 04, 2018
The final episode for Rick Grimes, A.K.A. Andy Lincoln. After nine seasons his character leaves the show so the episode incorporated flashback sequences that was an homage to the pilot as well.

Duane Charles Manwiller, Director of Photography

Wanderlust
Episode 5
October 19, 2018
With help from her therapist, Joy works to unravel strands of grief from the past that continue to affect her in the present.

Ben Wheeler, Director of Photography

Warrior
Chewed Up, Spit Out, And Stepped On
May 10, 2019
Tensions escalate between the Hop Wei and Long Zii after an assassination attempt during a boisterous Chinatown parade. Big Bill sets out to pay his debt to Jack Damon. Mayor Blake and Buckley get a mandate from Robert Crestwood, a senator with eyes on the White House.

Michael Snyman, Director of Photography

Yellowstone
Daybreak
June 20, 2018
John Dutton, patriarch of a Montana ranching family, and owner of the largest ranch in the U.S., fight to defend his land and his family from the modern-day forces that threaten his way of life.

Ben Richardson, ASC, Director of Photography
The Act
Free
May 01, 2019
Gypsy fights for her life by defending her actions, while Mel & Lacey realize that behind closed doors things were not always as they seemed.

Zack Galler, Director of Photography

Agatha Christie’s ABC Murders
Episode 3
February 01, 2019
With the A.B.C. killer still on the loose, Hercule realises that only he holds the key to the murders. He faces a race against time to stop the bloodbath.

Joel Devlin, Director of Photography

Agatha Raisin And The Curious Curate
January 28, 2019
The arrival of a handsome new curate causes a stir in the village, but when murder strikes, one of Agatha's friends becomes the prime suspect. As she works to clear her friend's name, Agatha's love life gets in the way of her investigation.
Al Beech, Director of Photography

Amor Vincit Omnia (Sense8)
June 08, 2018
Passions run high as the Sensates and their closest allies fight to save the cluster and stop their enemies for good.
John Toll, ASC, Director of Photography

Bandersnatch (Black Mirror)
December 28, 2018
In 1984, a young programmer begins to question reality as he adapts a dark fantasy novel into a video game. A mind-bending tale with multiple endings.
Aaron Morton, Director of Photography
Jake Polonsky, Director of Photography
Black Earth Rising
In Other News
January 25, 2019
Kate receives a clean bill of mental health, while General Simon Nyamoya turns himself in. Eve's decision to prosecute his case leaves Kate reeling.

Hubert Taczanowski, Director of Photography
Dirk Nel, Director of Photography

Brexit
January 19, 2019
Benedict Cumberbatch stars as the director of the ‘Vote Leave’ campaign for the Brexit referendum. A referendum which caused a political earthquake, laying waste to the normally stable British establishment, and laid the groundwork for tactics that proved vital to the year’s other political earthquake: the election of Donald Trump.

Danny Cohen, BSC, Director of Photography

Castle Rock
The Queen
July 25, 2018
Memories haunt Ruth Deaver.

Jeff Greeley, Director of Photography

Castle Rock
Severance
July 25, 2018
An anonymous phone call lures death-row attorney Henry Deaver back to his home town of Castle Rock, Maine.

Richard Rutkowski, ASC, Director of Photography

Catch-22
Episode 6
May 17, 2019
Alive and intact, Yossarian is thwarted by an old adversary. Confronted by a devastating loss, he undergoes a transformation.

Martin Ruhe, ASC, Director of Photography
Chernobyl
Please Remain Calm
May 13, 2019
Professor Valery Legasov and Soviet bureaucrat Boris Shcherbina are sent to Chernobyl. There, they are faced with the horrifying facts of the disaster. As the world discovers the truth and the cleanup begins, scientist Ulana Khomyuk warns Legasov another explosion is imminent... putting the entire European continent at risk.

Jakob Ihre, FSF, Director of Photography

Deadwood
May 31, 2019
In the Deadwood film, the indelible characters of the series are reunited after ten years to celebrate South Dakota’s statehood. Former rivalries are reignited, alliances are tested and old wounds are reopened, as all are left to navigate the inevitable changes that modernity and time have wrought.

David Klein, ASC, Director of Photography

Dirty John
Remember It Was Me
December 09, 2018
Debra discovers John’s criminal record. In the past, John starts his first family.

Todd McMullen, Director of Photography

Escape At Dannemora
Episode 1
November 18, 2018
Tilly is questioned about her involvement with escaped prisoners Sweat and Matt. Months earlier, Tilly enjoys her job at the prison tailor shop, balancing the temptations of Sweat and her obligations to her husband Lyle. Matt supplies paintings to guards in exchange for special treatment. His attention turns to Tilly.

Jessica Lee Gagné, Director of Photography

Escaping The Madhouse: The Nellie Bly Story
January 19, 2019
On a mission to expose the deplorable conditions and mistreatment of patients at the Women’s Lunatic Asylum, investigative reporter Nellie Bly feigns mental illness in order to be institutionalized to report from the inside.

Luc Montpellier, CSC, Director of Photography
Fosse/Verdon
Life Is A Cabaret
April 09, 2019
Spanning five decades, Fosse/Verdon explores the singular romantic and creative partnership between Bob Fosse (Sam Rockwell) and Gwen Verdon (Michelle Williams).

Tim Ives, Director of Photography

Good Omens
In The Beginning
May 31, 2019
Aziraphale and Crowley, of Heaven and Hell respectively, agree to join forces in order to prevent Armageddon. They attempt to raise the Antichrist in a balanced and human way, but are they focusing their efforts in the right direction?

Gavin Finney, Director of Photography

The Haunting Of Hill House
Two Storms
October 12, 2018
It's a reunion for all the wrong reasons when Hugh flies in for the funeral, coming face to face with his estranged children on a dark, stormy night.

Michael Fimognari, Director of Photography

The Hot Zone
Arrival
May 27, 2019
Lt. Col. Nancy Jaax (Julianna Marguiles) holds a dangerous job, handling the world’s deadliest viruses. After testing a sample from a monkey research facility near Washington, D.C., Jaax fears the worst. When a breach in the lab causes the samples to be lost, it’s Jaax’s instincts against the world.

Cameron Duncan, Director of Photography

House Of Special Purpose (The Romanoffs)
October 19, 2018
A movie star and a director go head to head in a battle over what is real.

Christopher Manley, ASC, Director of Photography

I Am Somebody’s Child: The Regina Louise Story
April 20, 2019
The journey of a young African American girl who navigates the broken foster care system and the woman, Jeanne, who believes in her. After Jeanne’s unsuccessful attempt to adopt Regina due to a racially motivated ruling, their bond is forced apart but 25 years later, they are reunited.

Samy Inayeh, CSC, Director of Photography
I Am The Night
Pilot
January 28, 2019

Fauna Hodel (India Eisley), a naïve young girl growing up outside of Reno, Nevada, embarks on a desperate quest to discover who she is. In Los Angeles, Jay Singletary (Chris Pine), a former Marine turned hack reporter covers a gruesome murder.

Matthew Jensen, ASC, Director of Photography

Icebox
December 07, 2018

Fleeing gang violence, twelve-year-old Óscar leaves Honduras in search of his uncle in the United States. Óscar is apprehended by Border Patrol and placed in a processing center for migrant children. Trapped inside the “icebox” and a rigid immigration system, Óscar struggles for a chance at childhood.

Carolina Costa, Director of Photography

Kim Possible
February 15, 2019

The exploits of superhero teen Kim Possible and her sidekick Ron Probable, and their new sidekick Athena, to save the world from evil villain masterminds Dementor, Drakken, and Shego.

Christopher Baffa, ASC, Director of Photography

King Lear
September 28, 2018

80-year-old King Lear divides his kingdom among his daughters, Goneril, Regan and Cordelia, according to their affection for him. When his youngest daughter, Cordelia, refuses to flatter him, hurt and angry Lear banishes her. With that fateful decision, family and state collapse into chaos and warfare.

Ben Smithard, BSC, Director of Photography

Les Misérables (MASTERPIECE)
Episode Three
April 28, 2019

Valjean saves an innocent man at enormous personal cost. Again evading justice, he tracks down Fantine’s daughter, Cosette. Pursued by Javert, they need a miracle to escape.

Stephan Pehrsson, BSC, Director of Photography
The Little Drummer Girl
Part 2
November 20, 2018
The Little Drummer Girl weaves a story of espionage and international intrigue; of love and betrayal. Actress Charlie meets an intriguing stranger while vacationing in Greece, but it becomes apparent his intentions are far from romantic. An Israeli intelligence officer, he entangles her in a complex, high stakes spy plot.

Woo-hyung Kim, Director of Photography

London Kills
Connected
February 25, 2019
With Billie stabbed and her attacker on the loose, Vivienne blames herself for not recognizing that Billie was in danger. As the team scrambles to track down Amber, they discover that there's more to her than meets the eye.

Nick Manley, Director of Photography

Maniac
Exactly Like You
September 21, 2018
Annie and Owen are Arie and Ollie, grifters attending a seance at the mysterious Neberdine mansion in the 1940s.

Darren Lew, Director of Photography

The Miniaturist (MASTERPIECE)
Episode One
September 09, 2018
1686 Amsterdam: Anya Taylor-Joy (The Witch) and Romola Garai star in the adaptation of the best-selling novel. A young woman is married off to a wealthy merchant. His wedding gift is a replica of their home, which she must furnish. But when its miniature contents arrive, they reveal dark secrets.

Gavin Finney, BSC, Director of Photography

Miracle Workers
1 Hour
March 26, 2019
Craig (Daniel Radcliffe) risks it all in a desperate attempt to save Earth and all of mankind.

Brian Burgoyne, Director of Photography
Mrs Wilson (MASTERPIECE)
Episode One
March 31, 2019

Married after meeting in the secret service during WWII, Alec and Alison Wilson live devotedly for two decades. When he dies, his real story emerges. Alison tracks down Dorothy, Alec's partner in espionage years earlier in India. Like Alison, she too was deceived by this charming author turned spy.

Hubert Taczanowski, Director of Photography

My Dinner With Hervé
October 20, 2018
Inspired by real events, My Dinner With Hervé explores an unlikely friendship that evolves over one wild night in L.A. between struggling journalist Danny Tate (Jamie Dornan) and actor Hervé Villachaize (Peter Dinklage), the Fantasy Island star who took his own life only days after his interview.

Maryse Alberti, Director of Photography

Native Son
April 06, 2019
Bigger Thomas, a young African-American living in Chicago who is hired as a chauffeur for affluent-businessman Will Dalton enters a seductive new world of money and power — including a precarious relationship with Dalton’s daughter, Mary— facing unforeseen choices and perilous circumstances that alter the course of his life forever.

Matthew Libatique, ASC, Director of Photography

O.G.
February 23, 2019
Filmed in a maximum-security prison, Louis is a retired leader of a prison gang, now in the final weeks of a 24-year sentence. His impending release is upended when he takes new arrival Beecher under his wing, and Louis finds his freedom hanging in the balance.

Wolfgang Held, Director of Photography

The Red Line
For We Meet by One Or The Other
May 05, 2019
Daniel has an angry outburst after hearing Paul's testimony about Harrison's shooting; Jira's first meeting with her birth mother doesn't go as she expected.

Kira Kelly, Director of Photography
The Red Line
Pilot
April 28, 2019
Three Chicago families journey toward hope after tragedy causes them to consider how racial biases affect their lives.

Manuel Billeter, Director of Photography

Sacred Lies
The Handless Maiden
July 27, 2018
Sacred Lies is a modern take on a Grimm Fairy tale, and it follows a handless teen who escapes from a cult and finds herself in juvenile detention, suspected of knowing who killed her cult leader.

Cynthia M Pusheck, ASC, Director of Photography

Sharp Objects
Ripe
July 29, 2018
Camille shows Richard Wind Gap's crime scenes, and the tour opens up old wounds. Alan confronts Adora about her sharing confidences with Chief Vickery, who's concerned about the Crellins hosting the annual "Calhoun Day" attended by Wind Gap's youth. Meanwhile, John shares off-the-record revelations that raise fresh concerns for Camille.

Yves Bélanger, CSC, Director of Photography
Ronald Plante, CSC, Director of Photography

The Spanish Princess
An Audacious Plan
May 19, 2019
Catherine remains determined to become England’s future Queen and makes plans to marry Prince Harry. Lizzie has a troubling premonition following a complicated labor.

Maja Zamojda, BSC, Director of Photography

True Detective
The Great War And Modern Memory
January 13, 2019
Season premiere. Retired detective Wayne Hays revisits key moments from a haunting murder/kidnapping case that he and his partner Roland West investigated 35 years earlier in a rural Arkansas town.

Germain McMicking, ACS, Director of Photography
**True Detective**
The Hour And The Day
January 27, 2019

Hays and West see a possible connection between the local church and the Purcell crimes.

Nigel Bluck, Director of Photography

---

**Valley Of The Boom**
Part 1: Print ("Hello, World")
January 13, 2019

Jim Barksdale and team take the ever-expanding Netscape on the road in search of potential investors. Stephan Paternot and Todd Krizelman struggle to secure financing for their virtual community platform, TheGlobe.com. Michael Fenne changes his physical appearance as he travels across the country to Southern California searching for new opportunities.

Francois Dagenais, ASC, Director of Photography

---

**Vanity Fair**
Miss Sharp In The Presence Of The Enemy
December 21, 2018

In a world where everyone is striving for what is not worth having, no one is more determined to climb to the heights of English Society than Miss Rebecca Sharp.

Ed Rutherford, Director of Photography

---

**A Very English Scandal**
Episode 2
June 29, 2018

As Jeremy gets one step closer to becoming Prime Minister, Norman demands that old promises should be honored. With Thorpe's old affair with Norman Scott threatening to derail his political career, will Jeremy stop at nothing to silence Norman?

Danny Cohen, BSC, Director of Photography

---

**What / If**
What Drama
May 24, 2019

Trying to pick up the pieces, Sean steps up and Angela looks for answers. Anne sets the stage for ruin while couples assemble for real estate drama.

Jeffrey C. Mygatt, Director of Photography
When They See Us

Part One
May 31, 2019

In the spring of 1989, five boys of color are arrested, interrogated and coerced into confessing to the vicious attack of a woman in Central Park.

Bradford Young, Director of Photography

The Widow

Nigel
March 01, 2019

Blindsided by the revelations about Will, Georgia returns to Kinshasa. But before she can right the wrongs of the past, she must contend with those determined to stop her from exposing the truth.

John Lee, Director of Photography

End of Category